REQUEST FOR QUOTATIONS (RFQ) #25027

On-Site SAT Prep Services for High School Students

West Virginia GEAR UP Program

PURPOSE AND SCOPE:

West Virginia GEAR UP is a federally funded program that helps students in eleven counties prepare to succeed in education and training beyond high school. “GEAR UP” stands for “Gaining Early Awareness and Readiness for Undergraduate Programs,” and the program’s goal is to help more students pursue their dreams of earning a college diploma or skillset certificate.

West Virginia GEAR UP is managed by the West Virginia Higher Education Policy Commission (Commission), in collaboration with the West Virginia Community and Technical College System, the West Virginia Department of Education and many other community partners. The GEAR UP program operates on seven-year cycles. The Commission is administering its third consecutive GEAR UP grant, which began in 2021 and will conclude in 2028.

This project will cover on-site SAT Prep workshops at all 21 WV GEAR UP high schools. Services will be available to all interested students on the day of each event. Each school will host a full day of workshops either in classrooms on a rotation basis or in a school-wide assembly format. There should be no limitation on the number of students attending each workshop. Daily scheduling rotations will be determined by site-level administration and program staff during the day of the event.

The intended start date for these services is October 1, 2024.

BID INFORMATION:

Bids are to be received by the Commission no later than 3:00pm EST on Wednesday July 24, 2024. Bids will be opened at the date and time identified above. The bids will be opened at the address shown below.

All bids are to be submitted electronically via email to bid.receipt@wvhepc.edu. See Exhibit C for information regarding bids submitted via email.
Kelley Smith is the sole point of contact for this RFQ. No other communication with Commission staff is permitted. Any questions should be sent to bid.receipt@wvhepc.edu. Any unauthorized communication may be reason for vendor disqualification.

Your bid response will be considered a public document. As a public document, it will be disclosed to the public following the bid opening. Submission of any bid constitutes your explicit consent to the public disclosure of your information.

This RFQ contains mandatory provisions identified by the use of “will”, “shall” or “must”. Failure to comply with a mandatory provision of the RFQ will result in bid disqualification.

**DEFINITIONS:** The terms listed below shall have the meanings assigned to the below. Additional definitions can be found in the General Terms and Conditions section below.

“Contract Services” means all services related to the SAT Prep.

“Pricing Sheet” means the pages, attached hereto as Exhibit A, upon which the Vendor should list its proposed price for the Contract Services.”

“Request for Quotation (RFQ)” means the official notice of an opportunity to supply the Commission with services that is offered by the Commission.

“Vendor” means the entity submitting a bid in response to this RFQ, the entity that has been selected as the lowest responsible bidder or the entity that has been awarded the Contract.

**QUALIFICATIONS:**

Provide at least 3 references for the requested services for similar programming.

**CONTRACT REQUIREMENTS AND DELIVERABLES:**

The Commission is requesting bids for On-site, In-person SAT Prep workshops at 21 WV GEAR UP High Schools (1 full day dedicated to each school) the following specifications:

Overview:

Develop and implement SAT Prep programming focused on test-taking techniques across 21 WV GEAR UP high schools:

- Ensure comprehensive course materials for all students.
- Deploy qualified staff for SAT Prep instruction.
- Arrange inclusive travel for staff across WV’s southern and central regions, visiting one GEAR UP high school daily over 21 days.
- Provide all course materials for all students.
- Facilitate participation without student number limits at each school.
• Collaborate with GEAR UP site-level staff and administration to schedule workshops, whether in class rotations or full assembly formats, dedicating a full day per school.
• Aid students in creating personalized SAT Prep plans and equip them with exam tips and techniques.

The vendor is to provide a schedule of services for the contract. Costs should be presented as a monthly fee.

**CONTRACT AWARD:**

1. This will be a one (1) year contract.
2. The vendor must clearly identify all costs for the services requested above.
3. This contract will be awarded to the lowest cost vendor meeting all qualifications. If a vendor proposes terms and conditions in its bid response, the Commission will require the vendor to sign a WV96 Agreement Addendum at the time of award. If the vendor is unable to sign this Addendum, negotiations between the Attorney General’s Office and the vendor can be held to come to a point of agreement. The Addendum is shown in Exhibit A for example only and does not need to be completed and included with the bid response.
4. At the time of contract award, the vendor must complete a Purchasing Affidavit. The Affidavit is shown in Exhibit B for example only and does not need to be completed and included with the bid response.
5. At the time of contract award, the vendor must be registered and pay the fee to the WV Purchasing Division.

**PAYMENT FOR SERVICES:**

The Commission’s preferred method of payment is P-card. Preference may be given to a vendor who accepts the P-card.

**VENDOR DEFAULT AND REMEDIES**

The vendor will be considered in default if they fail to perform the Contract Services in accordance with the requirements contained in this RFQ. Upon default, the vendor will be given 30 days to remedy any defaults and perform the Contract Services as required. If the vendor fails to remedy any default within the 30 days, the Commission reserves the right to immediately cancel the contract without notice.

**GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS:**

1. ACCEPTANCE: Vendor shall be bound by this Order and its terms and conditions upon receipt of this Order. This Order expressly limits acceptance to the terms and conditions stated
herein. Additional or different terms proposed by the Vendor are objected to and are hereby rejected, unless otherwise provided for in writing by the Commission and approved by the Attorney General.

2. APPLICABLE LAW: The laws of the State of West Virginia and the Procedural Rules of the WV Higher Education Policy Commission shall govern all rights and duties under the Contract, including without limitation the validity of this Purchase Order/Contract.

3. ASSIGNMENT: Neither this Order nor any monies due, or to become due hereunder, may be assigned by the Vendor without the Commission’s consent.

5. CANCELLATION: The Commission may cancel any Purchase Order/Contract upon 30 days written notice to the Vendor.

6. COMPLIANCE: Vendor shall comply with all federal, state and local laws, regulations and ordinances, if applicable.

9. HOLD HARMLESS: The Commission will not agree to hold the Vendor or any other party harmless because such agreement is not consistent with state law.

10. MODIFICATIONS: This writing is the parties’ final expression of intent. No modification of this Order shall be binding unless agreed to in writing by the Commission.

11. NON-FUNDING: All services performed, or goods delivered under this Purchase Order/Contract are to be continued for the term of the Purchase Order/Contract, contingent upon funds being appropriated by the Legislature or otherwise being made available. In the event funds are not appropriated or otherwise available for these services or goods, this Purchase Order/Contract becomes void and of no effect after June 30.

13. PAYMENTS: Payments may only be made after the delivery of goods or services.

14. RENEWAL: The Contract may be renewed only upon mutual written agreement of the parties.

16. VENDOR: For the purposes of these Terms and Conditions, the “Vendor” means the vendor whose bid, has been accepted and has received a lawfully issued Purchase Order from the Commission.

18. TAXES: The State of West Virginia (the Commission) is exempt from Federal and State taxes and will not pay or reimburse such taxes.

19. TERMINATION: In the event of a breach by the Vendor of any of the provisions of this contract, the Commission reserves the right to cancel and terminate this contract forthwith upon giving written notice to the Vendor. The Vendor shall be liable for damages suffered by the Commission resulting from the Vendor’s breach of contract.
STATE OF WEST VIRGINIA
ADDENDUM TO VENDOR'S STANDARD CONTRACTUAL FORMS

State Agency, Board, or Commission (the “State”): WV Higher Education Policy Commission

Vendor:

Contract/Lease Number (“Contract”):

Commodity/Service:

The State and the Vendor are entering into the Contract identified above. The Vendor desires to incorporate one or more forms it created into the Contract. Vendor’s form(s), however, include(s) one or more contractual terms and conditions that the State cannot or will not accept. In consideration for the State’s incorporating Vendor’s form(s) into the Contract, the Vendor enters into this Addendum which specifically eliminates or alters the legal enforceability of certain terms and conditions contained in Vendor’s form(s). Therefore, on the date shown below each signature line, the parties agree to the following contractual terms and conditions in this Addendum which are subordinated over any competing terms made a part of the Contract:

1. ORDER OF PRECEDENCE: This Addendum modifies and supersedes anything contained on Vendor’s form(s) whether or not they are submitted before or after the signing of this Addendum. IN THE EVENT OF ANY CONFLICT BETWEEN VENDOR’S FORM(S) AND THIS ADDENDUM, THIS ADDENDUM SHALL CONTROL.

2. PAYMENT – Payments for goods/services will be made in arrears only upon receipt of a proper invoice, detailing the goods/services provided or receipt of the goods/services, whichever is later. Notwithstanding the foregoing, payments for software licenses, subscriptions, or maintenance may be paid annually in advance. Any language imposing any interest or charges due to late payment is deleted.

3. FISCAL YEAR FUNDING – Performance of this Contract is contingent upon funds being appropriated by the WV Legislature or otherwise being available for this Contract. In the event funds are not appropriated or otherwise available, the Contract becomes void and is null and void after June 30 of the current fiscal year. If that occurs, the State may notify the Vendor that an alternative source of funding has been obtained or has not and thereby avoid the automatic termination. Non-appropriation or non-funding shall not be considered an event of default.

4. RIGHT TO TERMINATE – The State reserves the right to terminate this Contract upon thirty (30) days written notice to the Vendor. If this right is exercised, the State agrees to pay the Vendor only for all undisputed services rendered or goods received before the termination’s effective date. All provisions are deleted that seek to require the State to (1) compensate Vendor, in whole or in part, for lost profit, (2) pay a termination fee, or (3) pay liquidated damages if the Contract is terminated early. Any language seeking to accelerate payments in the event of Contract termination, default, or non-funding is hereby deleted.

5. DISPUTES – Any language binding the State to any arbitration or to the decision of any arbitration board, commission, panel or other entity is deleted; as is any requirement to waive a jury trial.

Any language requiring or permitting disputes under this Contract to be resolved in the courts of any state other than the State of West Virginia is deleted. All legal actions for damages brought by Vendor against the State shall be brought in the West Virginia Claims Commission. Other causes of action must be brought in the West Virginia court authorized by statute to exercise jurisdiction over it.

Any language requiring the State to agree to, or be subject to, any form of equitable relief not authorized by the Constitution or laws of State of West Virginia is deleted.

6. FEES OR COSTS: Any language obligating the State to pay costs of collection, court costs, or attorney’s fees, unless ordered by a court of competent jurisdiction is deleted.

7. GOVERNING LAW – Any language requiring the application of the law of any state other than the State of West Virginia in interpreting or enforcing the Contract is deleted. The Contract shall be governed by the laws of the State of West Virginia.

8. RISK SHIFTING – Any provision requiring the State to bear the costs of all or a majority of business/legal risks associated with this Contract, to indemnify the Vendor, or hold the Vendor or a third party harmless for any act or omission is hereby deleted.

9. LIMITING LIABILITY – Any language limiting the Vendor’s liability for direct damages to person or property is deleted.

10. TAXES – Any provisions requiring the State to pay Federal, State or local taxes or file tax returns or reports on behalf of Vendor are deleted. The State will, upon request, provide a tax exempt certificate to confirm its tax exempt status.

11. NO WAIVER – Any provision requiring the State to waive any rights, claims or defenses is hereby deleted.
12. STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS — Any clauses limiting the time in which the State may bring suit against the Vendor or any other third party are deleted.

13. ASSIGNMENT — The Vendor agrees not to assign the Contract to any person or entity without the State’s prior written consent, which will not be unreasonably delayed or denied. The State reserves the right to assign this Contract to another State agency, board or commission upon thirty (30) days written notice to the Vendor. These restrictions do not apply to the payments made by the State. Any assignment will not become effective and binding upon the State until the State is notified of the assignment, and the State and Vendor execute a change order to the Contract.

14. RENEWAL — Any language that seeks to automatically renew, modify, or extend the Contract beyond the initial term or automatically continue the Contract period from term to term is deleted. The Contract may be renewed or continued only upon mutual written agreement of the Parties.

15. INSURANCE — Any provision requiring the State to maintain any type of insurance for either its or the Vendor’s benefit is deleted.

16. RIGHT TO REPOSESSION NOTICE — Any provision for repossession of equipment without notice is hereby deleted. However, the State does recognize a right of repossession with notice.

17. DELIVERY — All deliveries under the Contract will be FOB destination unless the State expressly and knowingly agrees otherwise. Any contrary delivery terms are hereby deleted.

18. CONFIDENTIALITY — Any provisions regarding confidential treatment or non-disclosure of the terms and conditions of the Contract are hereby deleted. State contracts are public records under the West Virginia Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”) (W. Va. Code §29B-a-1, et seq.) and public procurement laws. This Contract and other public records may be disclosed without notice to the vendor at the State’s sole discretion.

Any provisions regarding confidentiality or non-disclosure related to contract performance are only effective to the extent they are consistent with FOIA and incorporated into the Contract through a separately approved and signed non-disclosure agreement.

19. THIRD-PARTY SOFTWARE — If this Contract contemplates or requires the use of third-party software, the vendor represents that none of the mandatory click-through, unsigned, or web-linked terms and conditions presented or required before using such third-party software conflict with any term of this Addendum or that is has the authority to modify such third-party software’s terms and conditions to be subordinate to this Addendum. The Vendor shall indemnify and defend the State against all claims resulting from an assertion that such third-party terms and conditions are not in accord with, or subordinate to, this Addendum.

20. AMENDMENTS — The parties agree that all amendments, modifications, alterations or changes to the Contract shall be by mutual agreement, in writing, and signed by both parties. Any language to the contrary is deleted.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, this Addendum can only be amended by (1) identifying the alterations to this form by using *italics* to identify language being added and *strike-through* for language being deleted (do not use track-changes) and (2) having the Office of the West Virginia Attorney General’s authorized representative expressly agree to and knowingly approve those alterations.

State: WV Higher Education Policy Commission

By: __________________________

Printed Name: Kelley Smith

Title: Director of Procurement

Date: __________________________

Vendor: __________________________

By: __________________________

Printed Name: __________________________

Title: __________________________

Date: __________________________
STATE OF WEST VIRGINIA
Purchasing Division

PURCHASING AFFIDAVIT

CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS: Under W. Va. Code § 5-22-1(i), the contracting public entity shall not award a construction contract to any bidder that is known to be in default on any monetary obligation owed to the state or a political subdivision of the state, including, but not limited to, obligations related to payroll taxes, property taxes, sales and use taxes, fire service fees, or other fines or fees.

ALL CONTRACTS: Under W. Va. Code §5A-3-10a, no contract or renewal of any contract may be awarded by the state or any of its political subdivisions to any vendor or prospective vendor when the vendor or prospective vendor or a related party to the vendor or prospective vendor is a debtor and: (1) the debt owed is an amount greater than one thousand dollars in the aggregate; or (2) the debtor is in employer default.

EXCEPTION: The prohibition listed above does not apply where a vendor has contested any tax administered pursuant to chapter eleven of the W. Va. Code, workers’ compensation premium, permit fee or environmental fee or assessment and the matter has not become final or where the vendor has entered into a payment plan or agreement and the vendor is not in default of any of the provisions of such plan or agreement.

DEFINITIONS:

“Debt” means any assessment, premium, penalty, fine, tax or other amount of money owed to the state or any of its political subdivisions because of a judgment, fine, permit violation, license assessment, defaulted workers’ compensation premium, penalty or other assessment presently delinquent or due and required to be paid to the state or any of its political subdivisions, including any interest or additional penalties accruing thereon.

“Employer default” means having an outstanding balance or liability to the old fund or to the uninsured employers’ fund or being in policy default, as defined in W. Va. Code § 23-2c-2, failure to maintain mandatory workers’ compensation coverage, or failure to fully meet its obligations as a workers’ compensation self-insured employer. An employer is not in employer default if it has entered into a repayment agreement with the Insurance Commissioner and remains in compliance with the obligations under the repayment agreement.

“Related party” means a party, whether an individual, corporation, partnership, association, limited liability company or any other form or business association or other entity whatsoever, related to any vendor by blood, marriage, ownership or contract through which the party has a relationship of ownership or other interest with the vendor so that the party will actually or by effect receive or control a portion of the benefit, profit or other consideration from performance of a vendor contract with the party receiving an amount that meets or exceed five percent of the total contract amount.

AFFIRMATION: By signing this form, the vendor’s authorized signer affirms and acknowledges under penalty of law for false swearing (W. Va. Code §61-5-3) that: (1) for construction contracts, the vendor is not in default on any monetary obligation owed to the state or a political subdivision of the state, and (2) for all other contracts, that neither vendor nor any related party owe a debt as defined above and that neither vendor nor any related party are in employer default as defined above, unless the debt or employer default is permitted under the exception above.

WITNESS THE FOLLOWING SIGNATURE:

Vendor’s Name: ____________________________________________

Authorized Signature: ____________________________ Date: __________________

State of __________________________

County of __________________________, to-wit:

Taken, subscribed, and sworn to before me this ___ day of ____________________________, 20__.

My Commission expires ____________________________, 20__.

AFFIX SEAL HERE NOTARY PUBLIC ____________________________

Purchasing Affidavit (Revised 01/19/2018)
GUIDELINES FOR VENDORS FOR BID SUBMISSIONS VIA EMAIL

NOTE: This document is specific to the competitive solicitation processes, where bid submissions must
arrive at the closing location on time.

1. Purpose of These Guidelines

The Commission/Council may post opportunities that allow vendors to submit their bids / proposals / responses (known as submissions) electronically via email. This document is intended to assist vendors in understanding:

- the risks associated with submitting an emailed submission; and
- the pitfalls that should be avoided if emailing a submission.

NOTE: Vendors who deliver submissions via email do so at their own risk; the Commission/Council does not take any responsibility for any emailed submission that:

- does not arrive on time;
- is rejected; or
- contains corrupted electronic files.

2. Risks

Although emails are sent every day without incident, there are a number of risks that could occur and delay the receipt of an email. An email submission is deemed to have been received once it arrives in the Commission/Council’s Electronic Mail System. Emailed submissions that arrive late will not be considered, regardless of the reason, and vendors will not have the option to resubmit after the closing date and time.

Following are some of the reasons that may delay an email, or cause an email to be rejected by the Commission/Council’s email system:

i. Delays can occur as an email moves from server to server between the sender and the recipient, meaning that the time when an email is received can be later – and sometimes considerably later – than the time when it was sent. The Commission/Council will consider the time that an email was received by the Commission/Council’s email system as the official time for any emailed submission.

ii. The Commission/Council’s email system has technical and security limitations on the size and type of files that will be accepted. Emails containing attachments that exceed 30 MB cannot be accepted.

iii. The Commission/Council’s email system has protocols whereby an email may be investigated as potential spam or containing a virus / malware. Such protocols may result in an email being sent to the recipient’s inbox late.

iv. The Commission/Council’s email system has protocols whereby an email may be
investigated as having Personally Identifiable Information (PII). An email determined by the system to contain PII or data of a similar appearance of PII will not be delivered.

v. The Commission/Council’s email system is designed to reject any email that is considered spam or that contains a virus or malware. On occasion, an email may be falsely flagged and rejected. Copies of rejected emails are not kept in the email system, and therefore no possibility exists to retrieve an emailed submission that has been rejected.

vi. In addition, it is possible that one or more attachments to an email to become corrupted and therefore inaccessible to the Commission/Council’s email system. Vendor will not have the option to resubmit after closing if the attachments cannot be opened. Further, the Commission/Council cannot open any submission prior to closing to confirm whether or not the files have been corrupted.

3. Vendor Guidance for Emailed Submissions

1. Never assume that a solicitation allows for emailed submissions. Emails should only be used as a delivery mechanism when the opportunity expressly allows for it.

2. Never assume which email address is being used for submissions, when emailed submissions are permitted. Carefully read the instructions and ask questions well in advance of closing if the email address for submissions is not clear. Submissions that are emailed to any address other than the one expressly stated for the purpose may be rejected as missing a mandatory requirement of the solicitation.

3. Avoid using generic subject lines in the emailed submissions that do not clearly identify the solicitation name and / or number as well as the vendor organization name. The subject line of the email should be: BID FOR xxxxxxxxx DUE WEDNESDAY xxxxxxxxx AT 3:00PM. A sample email subject line for an open bid might be: BID FOR 21001 DUE WEDNESDAY, APRIL 7, 2021 AT 3:00PM.

4. Avoid multiple emails from the same vendor for the same opportunity wherever possible. If multiple emails cannot be avoided (e.g., the collective size of the emails exceeds the maximum size allowed), identify how many emails constitute the full submission and provide clear instructions on how to assemble the submission. Multiple submissions from the same vendor for the same opportunity may result in rejection if these instructions are unclear.

5. Vendors may update, change, or withdraw their submission at any time prior to the closing date and time. If emailing updates or changes, do not submit only the changes that then require collation with the previous submission. Instead, a complete revised package with clear instructions that it replaces the earlier submission should be sent. This will help to avoid any confusion as to what constitutes the complete submission.
6. Avoid emailing submissions in the last 60 minutes that the solicitation is open. Sufficient time should be left prior to closing to ensure that the email was received, and to resubmit before closing if a problem occurs.

7. Do not assume that the email has been received. If a confirmation email is not received shortly after sending the email, contact the named Contact on the solicitation to confirm whether or not their submission was received. In addition, send the emailed submission with a delivery receipt request. If unsure how to send an email with a delivery receipt request, contact the vendor’s own system support personnel or search online for instructions specific to the vendor’s email system (e.g., Outlook, Gmail, etc.)

8. If the confirmation email is not received, do not resubmit without first contacting the named Contact. Resending a submission should only occur once confirmation is received that the original email was not received, and enough time is left for receipt of the submission prior to the closing date and time.

9. Do not ignore any message from the Commission/Council regarding rejection of an emailed submission. If such a message is received prior to closing, contact the named Contact on the opportunity immediately.

10. If time permits prior to closing, possible remedies for a rejected or missing emailed submission include:
   i. If the collective size of the emailed attachments exceeds 30 MB, resubmit it over multiple emails, clearly identify how many emails constitute the full submission and how to collate the files.
   ii. If the emailed submission included zipped or executable files, unzip or remove the executable the files and resubmit over one or more emails (see previous bullet if the files collectively exceed 30 MB).
   iii. Resend the submission from a different email account.
   iv. If permitted in the opportunity, use an alternative method to deliver the submission (e.g., mailed or hand delivered).

Note: None of these remedies are applicable after the closing date and time.